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1. Introduction & Motivation

We examine the question of representing streams of planar coordinates

(polygon) using printable alphabets. The main application is to embed

compressed polygons in emergency alert messages that have strict

length restrictions, as in the case of Wireless Emergency Alert

messages. We transform polygon coordinates to sets of integers and are

able to compress them to between 10.4% and 25.6% of original length

reducing original polygon lengths from 43-331 characters to 9-61

characters. We also show that our technique is similar to and at times

better than prior published state of the art integer compression

techniques in terms of bits per integer.

About WEA

Wireless Emergency Alert (WEA) is a nation-wide service for

broadcasting short messages to all phones in a designated area via

activation of appropriate cell towers. The area is typically identified by a

polygon as shown below.

Figure 1: A map showing 3 polygons (outlined by a yellow border). Actual 

broadcast of any alert covers a bigger area than shown by a polygon above.

2. Proposed Compression Technique (Bignum)

3. Results

Use two standard techniques to normalize the structure of numbers describing 

the polygon. Original polygon is given by ordered sequence O:

4. Example

Source code: 

https://github.com/ajauhri/bignum_compression

Figure 2: Experimental comparison of

compression techniques for both

transformations as input. The number of

integers on x-axis is equal to (#vertices) *

2 for fig. 2a & (#vertices – 1)*2 for fig. 2b.

Golomb & Rice uses a fixed parameter b

to compress a positive integer v via the

quotient v/b. We found b=25 to give best

results.

For vectorized schemes, we used open 

source library TurboPFor

(https://github.com/powturbo/TurboPFor)

For each of the resultant sets, find the corresponding parameter and perform 

radix based repacking: 

Table 1: Results for Bignum with B = 70

Table 2: Example of compression using Bignum

Using two characters to encode M, the approximate length in base B 

characters can be given by: 
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